Signature Program Action Plan
Program Name: Welcome to Our Town
Contact(s): Jodi Bruns, Glenn Muske

For Year(s): 2015-2016

Situation:
Rural communities struggle to capture revenue from every avenue. There is a correlation between better service and increased revenue generated
through sales. This in turn boosts the sales tax in communities to be used for various projects such as the baseball program, parks system, jobs
development authority etc.
Need Assessment: Summarize results of the needs assessment for your project.
Glenn and I as well as other county based agents have heard at various meetings about poor customer service experiences. Glenn and I initiated a
meeting with various agents and other specialists to discuss if a new customer service program would be utilized or even necessary. The feedback
was positive and supportive of a program focused on better service to increase spending.

Educational Objectives

List what participants will know, be able to do differently, or what behavior or condition change takes place because of participating in
your project program.
Participant learning/intent/transfer and results:
Participants will learn about important aspects of their community

Will gain confidence and enthusiasm for their jobs by gaining new skills

Understand principles of better service

Understand the economics of what better service can have on a community

Educational Experience

Describe the experiences that will be utilized and identify the Transformational Triangle level to which this
experience is most closely connected.
Transformational Education Experience

Level

Participants will attend a one or multiple sessions depending on activities incorporated

3

Participants will learn from local experts about ammenities and activities that could be shared with travelers in
the community.

2

Participants will learn very specific techniques to providing better service. They will gain a greater awareness of
the impact they have on their own community survival.

3

Particpants supervisors are encouraged to attend as well as particpants are encouraged to "teach to learn" the
skills they have acquired to better maintain undersatnding of the concepts

4

Program Evaluation

List the evaluation/method/questions that will be utilized to determine whether objectives were met. Identify the
Kirkpatrick Evaluation Model Level to which this evaluation is most closely connected.
Education Evaluation

Level

Participants will complete an evaluation six months after the program is complete regarding the new skills
learned as well as the level of impact their service has on taxable sales in the community.

4

As a part of the post-training evaluation participants will be asked if they plan to go back to their place of business
and share what they have learned.

2.5

As a part of the post-training evaluation, participants will be asked if they understand the techniques to change
behavior

2.5

Educational Program Plan Summary

Summarize your project plans, and how your project will enable your participants to achieve your desired results.

There has already been interest in this program. It has been utilized in the community of Bowman and will be used in Carrington in February.
The results have been positive. The will be a follow up to the community impressions program. It will be utilized by local businesses and chamber
members. Local business and civic leaders will be asked to explain about local resources and amenities that could be utilized by travelers. Local
brochures and advertisements will be utilized to learners have a greater understanding of the community.
Agents will partner wil local business owners to promote this program and will also teach or team teach with specialists.

Challenges

What are your primary challenges that still need help:
Marketing this program and its importance is an issue. Once businesses have utilized this they are grateful and say "we wish we would have
done this sooner".
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